Sermon:

Lessons to be learnt from Quran’s Verses, June 16, 2016
Allegories & Examples

The Most Gracious has cited powerful Examples and Allegories through the verses
of the Quran, which need to be read and understood by the believers, in order to
appreciate the words of the Most Gracious.
3:7 Part 1: He sent down to you this scripture, containing straightforward verses - which
constitute the essence of the scripture - as well as multiple-meaning or allegorical
verses. Those who harbor doubts in their hearts will pursue the multiple-meaning verses
to create confusion, and to extricate a certain meaning.
3:7 Part 2: None knows the true meaning thereof except Allah and those well founded in
knowledge. They say, "We believe in this - all of it comes from our Lord." Only those who
possess intelligence will take heed.
The Verse is split in the middle with 35 and 34 letters of Allah, to reveal the diff. of 1, as
well as the code of 19. (35,34 = 19 x 186)
Revealed: In Part 1, the messenger’s name initials are 35 and name letters are 49,
revealing the diff. of 14.
Revealed: In Part 1, from the beginning of the verse up to “Um al Kitab” (Master
Record) essence of the Scripture, the Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s
letters are 19, revealing the Sacred Codes that already exist in Allah’s Master
Record. These Codes are based on Verses 15:87, 74:30 and 89:3.
3:7 Part: Those who harbor doubts in their hearts will pursue the multiple-meaning
verses to create confusion, and to extricate a certain meaning.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19. He has already disclosed and revealed that
those who harbor doubts in their hearts will pursue the multiple meaning verses to
create confusion, and to extricate a certain meaning that they like.
3:7 Part: None knows the true meaning thereof except Allah.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 with the precise GV of 165, proving that the
scripture is from Allah and He is the only One who knows the true meaning
behind His Words, Praise be to Him.
3:7 Part: Except Allah and those well founded in knowledge.
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 190 and GV of messenger’s letters is 352,
revealing the diff. of 162. The well founded in knowledge are the messengers who
are inspired by Allah to know and understand Quran in order to practice full
submission (162) and to guide the believers to righteousness.
3:7 Part: "We believe in this - all of it comes from our Lord." Only those who possess
intelligence will take heed.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 165, to explain that everything in
the Quran is from the Absolute Lord and the intelligent ones will take heed when it
is recited to them with the proofs.
The Words: “those who possess intelligence – ooloo al albaab” The GV of the words is
Perfectly and Precisely 110, revealing the Absoluteness of Allah. The ones who possess
intelligence after seeing the revelations and proofs readily submit to Allah without any
hesitation or doubts.
2:25 Give good news to those who believe and lead a righteous life that they will have
gardens with flowing streams. When provided with a provision of fruits therein, they will
say, "This is what was provided for us previously." Thus, they are given allegorical
descriptions. They will have pure spouses therein, and they abide therein forever.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 50 and messenger’s letters are 64, revealing the
diff. of 14
2:26 Part 1: Allah does not shy away from citing any kind of allegory, from the tiny
mosquito and greater.
2:26 Part 2: As for those who believe, they know that it is the truth from their Lord.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 20 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 1.
2:26 Part 3: As for those who disbelieve, they say, "What did Allah mean by such an
allegory?"
2:26 Part 4: He misleads many thereby, and guides many thereby. But He never misleads
thereby except the wicked,
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 18 and 20 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 2 gods.
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Note that the Revelation of 1 is for the believers, while the Revelation of 2 is for the
disbelievers who question Allah about the allegory cited by Him.
2:63 We made a covenant with you, as we raised Mount Sinai above you: "You shall
uphold what we have given you strongly, and remember its contents, that you may be
saved."
2:64 But you turned away thereafter, and if it were not for Allah's grace towards you and
His mercy, you would have been doomed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and 15 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 101 and 313, revealing the diff. of 202 to
proclaim “Lord – Rabb.”
Revealed: The combined Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 on both verses.
2:65 You have known about those among you who desecrated the Sabbath. We said to
them, "Be you as despicable as apes."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14.
2:66 We set them up as an example for their generation, as well as subsequent
generations and an enlightenment for the righteous.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 700, that is 14 x 50.
Revealed: The messenger’s name initials are Perfectly 19, Subhan Allah.
*** The following 5 verses narrate the command that Moses gave to his people under
order (inspiration) from Allah. The reason for this command from Allah will be disclosed
through the last 2 verses (2:72 and 2:73). The total verses in this example are 7.
2:67 Moses said to his people, "Allah commands you to sacrifice a heifer." They said, "Are
you mocking us?" He said, "Allah forbid, that I should behave like the ignorant ones."
2:68 They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us which one." He said, "He says that she is a
heifer that is neither too old, nor too young; of an intermediate age. Now, carry out what
you are commanded to do."
2:69 They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us her color." He said, "He says that she is a
yellow heifer, bright colored, pleases the beholders."
2:70 They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us which one. The heifers look alike to us
and, Allah willing, we will be guided."
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2:71 He said, "He says that she is a heifer that was never humiliated in plowing the land or
watering the crops; free from any blemish."
2:71 Part: They said, "Now you have brought the truth."
2:71 Part: They finally sacrificed her, after this lengthy reluctance.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 10 in each part, revealing the diff. of
1 with the total messenger’s letters being 19.
After a lengthy reluctance, the followers of Moses finally submitted to the truthful
command and sacrificed the heifer. The Proof of 19 letters of the messenger
provides the truth and the explanation of the verses.
2:72 Part 1: You had killed a soul, then disputed among yourselves.
2:72 Part 2 Allah was to expose what you tried to conceal.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5, revealing the diff. of 1.
2:73 Part 1: We said, "Strike (the victim) with part (of the heifer)."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the
diff. of 1.
2:73 Part 2: That is when Allah brought the victim back to life, and showed you His
signs, that you may understand.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 223, proclaiming “Al Muhminoon – the
Believers.” By reviving the victim back to life, Allah showed His Power and clear
Sign to the believers.
2:73 Part: That is when Allah brought the victim back to life,
2:73 Part: And showed you His signs.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 204 and 76 in each part, revealing the
diff. of 128, proclaiming the last name of the messenger.
Allah, Most Wise has confirmed the miracle that He can revive the dead soul and
bring it back to life, Praise be to Him. He is Omnipotent and controls all matters.
Allah thus exposed the followers of Moses who committed the gross sin of killing a
person.
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2:68 Part 1: They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us which one."
2:69 Part 1: They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us her color."
2:70 Part 1: They said, "Call upon your Lord to show us which one.”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14-16-14 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 2 gods for questioning Allah’s command given to Moses.
Revealed: The sum of these 3 verse numbers is 68+69+70 = 207, revealing the
glorified word “Rabbahoo – his Lord.”
*** The following verse is a continuation of the 7 prior verses from 2:67 to 2:73.
2:74 Part 1: Despite this, your hearts hardened like rocks, or even harder.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19. This allegory describes the staunch and
ardent disbelievers, whose hearts were hardened like rocks, or even harder against
the commands and message of Allah.
2:74 Part 2: For there are rocks from which rivers gush out.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 13, revealing the
diff. of 1.
2:74 Part 3: Others crack and release gentle streams.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14. In Part 1, the messenger’s letters
were 19 and in Part 3, the messenger’s letters are 14, revealing the Sacred
Codes of 19-14.
Revealed: In Part 2, the GV of messenger’s letters is 434, and in Part 3, the GV of
messenger’s letters is 596, revealing the diff. of 162 to proclaim “Al Islam or
Submission.”
Parts 2 and 3 give an allegorical example for the hypocrites who have not fully
submitted and remain doubtful.
2:74 Part 4: And other rocks cringe out of reverence for Allah.
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 13. In Part 3, the messenger’s letters
were 14, and in Part 4, the messenger’s letters are 13, revealing the diff. of 1.
Praise be to Allah.
Revealed: In Part 4, the GV of Allah letters is 114; the number reveals the
contents of the entire Quran through the 114 chapters. The allegory explains the
believers who have fully submitted to Allah through the 114 chapters of the
Quran, whereby their hearts cringe out of reverence for Him.
2:74 Part 5: Allah is never unaware of anything you do.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128, revealing the last name of the messenger.
2:102 Part 1: They pursued what the devils taught concerning Solomon's kingdom.
Solomon, however, was not a disbeliever, but the devils were disbelievers. They taught the
people sorcery, and that which was sent down through the two angels of Babel, Haroot
and Maroot. These two did not divulge such knowledge without pointing out: "This is a
test. You shall not abuse such knowledge."
2:102 Part 2: But the people used it in such evil schemes as the breaking up of marriages.
They can never harm anyone against the will of Allah. They thus learn what hurts them,
not what benefits them, and they know full well that whoever practices witchcraft will
have no share in the Hereafter. Miserable indeed is what they sell their souls for, if they
only knew.
*** The lesson to be learnt through Verse 2:102 is that the devils taught the people
sorcery and what was sent down through the two angels of Babel, Haroot and Maroot. The
2 angels clearly mentioned to the people that what they were going to teach was a “Test”
and they should not abuse such knowledge. But the disbelieving and wicked people used
the knowledge for evil schemes such as breaking up of the marriages through the
witchcraft. Thus they went against Allah’s warnings and as such they were deprived of
their share in the Hereafter and condemned to Hell.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 22 and 22 in each part, Perfectly
Matched.
2:246 Have you noted the leaders of Israel after Moses? They said to their prophet, "If you
appoint a king to lead us, we will fight in the cause of Allah." He said, "Is it your intention
that, if fighting is decreed for you, you will not fight?" They said, "Why should we not fight
in the cause of Allah, when we have been deprived of our homes, and our children?" Yet,
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when fighting was decreed for them, they turned away, except a few. Allah is aware of
the transgressors.
2:247 Their prophet said to them, "Allah has appointed Taloot (Saul) to be your king."
They said, "How can he have kingship over us when we are more worthy of kingship than
he; he is not even rich?" He said, "Allah has chosen him over you, and has blessed him
with an abundance in knowledge and in body." Allah grants His kingship to whomever He
wills. Allah is Bounteous, Omniscient.
2:248 Their prophet said to them, "The sign of his kingship is that the Ark of the Covenant
will be restored to you, bringing assurances from your Lord, and relics left by the people
of Moses and the people of Aaron. It will be carried by the angels. This should be a
convincing sign for you, if you are really believers."
2:249 When Saul took command of the troops, he said, "Allah is putting you to the test by
means of a stream. Anyone who drinks from it does not belong with me - only those who
do not taste it belong with me - unless it is just a single sip." They drank from it, except a
few of them. When he crossed it with those who believed, they said, "Now we lack the
strength to face Goliath and his troops." Those who were conscious of meeting Allah said,
"Many a small army defeated a large army by Allah’s leave. Allah is with those who
steadfastly persevere."
2:250 When they faced Goliath and his troops, they prayed, "Our Lord, grant us
steadfastness, strengthen our foothold, and support us against the disbelieving people."
2:251 They defeated them by Allah’s leave, and David killed Goliath. Allah gave him
kingship and wisdom, and taught him as He willed. If it were not for Allah’s support of
some people against others, there would be chaos on earth. But Allah showers His grace
upon the people.
Revealed: The Allah letters in above 6 verses are precisely 361 that is 19 x 19.
Revealed: The sum of all verse numbers is 1491 = 7 x 213.
2:247 Part 1: Their prophet said to them, "Allah has appointed Taloot (Saul) to be your
king."
2:247 Part 2: They said, "How can he have kingship over us when we are more worthy of
kingship than he.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 16 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
2:247 Part: When he is not even rich?
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 342 = 19 x 18.
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2:247 Part: He said, "Allah has chosen him over you, and has blessed him with an
abundance in knowledge and in body."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 18 and messenger’s letters are 19, revealing the
diff. of 1. Allah has the Absolute Authority to choose whomever He wills and to
grant him knowledge and physical strength.
2:247 Part: Allah grants His kingship to whomever He wills. Allah is Bounteous,
Omniscient.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 in the last part, confirming that Allah
grants His kingship to whomever He wills.
*** The lesson to be learnt from the above verses is: that the believers have to obey the
command of the prophet or whoever he appoints as a king and leader over them.
Those who criticize the appointee as not being rich enough commit a sin to the
detriment of their own soul.
2:258 Part 1: Have you noted the one who argued with Abraham about his Lord, though
Allah had given him kingship?
2:258 Part 2: Abraham said, "My Lord grants life and death."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 17 and 15 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 2. The disbeliever tried to rival himself with Allah by arguing that he grants life
and death out of arrogance while totally forgetting that Allah had given him
kingship.
2:258 Part 3: Abraham said, "Allah brings the sun from the east, can you bring it from the
west?"
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 to prove that He controls the sun, the moon,
and all other heavenly planets.
2:258 Part 4: The disbeliever was stumped. Allah does not guide the wicked.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 494 = 19 x 26
2:259 Part 1: Consider the one who passed by a ghost town and wondered.
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 114. The number represents the 114 chapters
of the Quran that Allah had revealed to His prophet and messenger, Muhammad and
subsequent messengers.
2:259 Part 2: "How can Allah revive this after it had died?"
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is perfectly 114 again.
2:259 Part 2: "How can Allah revive this after it had died?" Allah then put him to death
for a hundred years then resurrected him.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19.
2:259 Part: He said, "How long have you stayed here?" He said, "I have been here a day, or
part of the day."
2:259 Part: He said, "No! You have been here a hundred years.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 7 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
2:259 Part: Yet, look at your food and drink; they did not spoil.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7.
2:259 Part: Look at your donkey - we thus render you a lesson for the people.
2:259 Part: Now, note how we construct the bones, then cover them with flesh.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 15 and 16 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 1.
2:259 Last Part: When he realized what had happened, he said, "Now I know that Allah is
Omnipotent."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19.
*** This verse proves that Allah is Omnipotent. The person who raised the question to
his Lord asking how He can revive after it had died, was put to death for a hundred years,
then resurrected back to life. When asked by Allah how long he stayed here, his response
was that “he had been here a day, or part of the day.” Allah demonstrated His Power of
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Omnipotence by preserving his food and drink without letting it spoil, as well as his
donkey who was still alive after a hundred years. Glory and Praise be to Allah.
2:260 Part 1: Abraham said, "My Lord, show me how You revive the dead." He said, "Do
you not believe?" He said, "Yes, but I wish to reassure my heart."
2:260 Part 2: He said, "Take four birds, study their marks, place a piece of each bird on
top of a hill, then call them to you. They will come to you in a hurry. You should know that
Allah is Almighty, Most Wise."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 39 and 37 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 2, for questioning the Omnipotence of Allah.
2:260 Part 1: Abraham said, "My Lord, show me how You revive the dead." He said, "Do
you not believe?" He said, "Yes, but I wish to reassure my heart."
2:260 Part 2: He said, "Take four birds, study their marks, place a piece of each bird on
top of a hill, then call them to you. They will come to you in a hurry.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 18 and 20 in each part, revealing the diff. of 2 for
asking Allah to show him (Abraham) a miracle regarding reviving the dead.
2:260 Part 3: You should know that Allah is Almighty, Most Wise.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, revealing that He is Almighty, Most Wise.
2:261 The example of those who spend their monies in the cause of Allah is that of a grain
that produces seven spikes, with a hundred grains in each spike. Allah multiplies this
manifold for whomever He wills. Allah is Bounteous, Knower.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 33, messenger’s letters are 58 plus Verse No.
261, the sum is 352, revealing “Quran.”
2:262 Those who spend their money in the cause of Allah, then do not follow their charity
with insult or harm, will receive their recompense from their Lord; they have nothing to
fear, nor will they grieve.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 13, the Allah letters are 31, and the Verse No. is 262,
revealing the sum of 306, proclaiming the full name of the messenger Makbool
Husain.
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2:264 O you who believe, do not nullify your charities by inflicting reproach and insult,
like one who spends his money to show off, while disbelieving in Allah and the Last Day.
His example is like a rock covered with a thin layer of soil; as soon as heavy rain falls, it
washes off the soil, leaving it a useless rock. They gain nothing from their efforts. Allah
does not guide disbelieving people.
2:265 The example of those who give their money seeking Allah’s pleasure, out of sincere
conviction, is that of a garden on high fertile soil; when heavy rain falls, it gives twice as
much crop. If heavy rain is not available, a drizzle will suffice. Allah is Seer of everything
you do.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 67 and 43 in each verse, the sum is
110, revealing the Absoluteness of Allah through the Shahadah “La Elaha Ella
Hoo.”
14:18 The allegory of those who disbelieve in their Lord: their works are like ashes in
a violent wind, on a stormy day. They gain nothing from whatever they earn; such is the
farthest straying.
24:39 Part: As for those who disbelieve, their works are like a mirage in the desert. A
thirsty person thinks that it is water. But when he reaches it, he finds that it is nothing,
and he finds Allah there instead, to requite him fully for his works. Allah is the most
efficient reckoner.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 27 and 28 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
29:41 The allegory of those who accept other masters beside Allah is that of the
spider and her home; the flimsiest of all homes is the home of the spider, if they only
knew.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 29 and the Aleefs are 15, revealing the diff. of 14.
The allegory of those who set up other masters and idols besides Allah is like that of
the spider and her home; the flimsiest of all homes is the spider’s home that
collapses easily when you take a stick and wipe it out. Thus the belief of the idol
worshipers is weak and flimsy just like the spider and her home.
29:42 Part 1: Allah knows full well that whatever they worship beside Him are really
nothing.
29:42 Part 2: He is the Almighty, the Most Wise.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 17 and 8 in each part, revealing the first
name of the messenger 178 for Makbool
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29:43 Part 1: We cite these examples for the people.
Revealed: Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff.
of 1.
29:43 Part 2: And none appreciate them except the knowledgeable.
Revealed: Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the diff.
of 1.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 358 and 372 in each part, revealing
the diff. of 14.
13:35 Part 1: The allegory of Heaven, which is promised for the righteous, is flowing
streams, inexhaustible provisions, and cool shade. Such is the destiny for those who
observe righteousness.
13:35 Part 2: While the destiny for the disbelievers is Hell.
Revealed: In Part 1, the GV of Allah letters is 308 (14 x 22) and in Part 2, the GV of
Allah letters is 63 (7 x 9). Thus both the Miracles of 14 and 7 are revealed
through this verse.
Allah has cited a lot of examples from the Quran, but only the knowledgeable appreciate
them.
24:40 Another allegory is that of being in total darkness in the midst of a violent
ocean, with waves upon waves, in addition to thick fog. Darkness upon darkness - if he
looked at his own hand, he could barely see it. Whomever Allah deprives of light, will have
no light.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 10, and Allah letters are 29, revealing
the diff. of 19.
24:40 Part: Whomever Allah deprives of light.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 162 and GV of messenger’s letters is 352.
The explanation of the proofs is that whomever Allah deprives of His light will
not be able to submit to Him from the Quran.
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24:40 Part: Will have no light.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 36 and GV of messenger’s letters is 216,
revealing the sum of 252 that is 14 x 18.
47:14 Part: Are those enlightened by their Lord.
47:14 Part: The same as those whose evil works are adorned in their eyes.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 4 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 11 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of
2.
47:14 Part: The same as those whose evil works are adorned in their eyes, and they
follow their own opinions?
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14.
14:18 Part 1: The allegory of those who disbelieve in their Lord: their works are like
ashes in a violent wind, on a stormy day.
14:18 Part 2: They gain nothing from whatever they earn; such is the farthest straying.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 13 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
47:15 Part 1: The allegory of Paradise that is promised for the righteous is this: it
has rivers of unpolluted water, and rivers of fresh milk, and rivers of wine - delicious for
the drinkers - and rivers of strained honey. They have all kinds of fruits therein, and
forgiveness from their Lord.
47:15 Part 2: (Are they better) or those who abide forever in the hellfire, and drink
hellish water that tears up their intestines?
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are Perfectly 66 in Part 1, and they are 19 in
Part 2, Glory and Praise be to Allah.
74:31 Part 1: We appointed angels to be guardians of Hell, and we assigned their number.
Revealed: The Allah letters are16 and messenger’s letters are also 16, revealing
the Perfectly Matching Proof.
74:31 Part 2: To disturb the disbelievers.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are also 7, revealing
the Matching Proof of 7 pairs.
74:31 Part 3: To convince the people of the scripture (that this is a divine scripture).
74:31 Part 4: To strengthen the faith of the faithful.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and 7 in each part, revealing the Miracle of
Seven Pairs.
74:31 Part 5: To remove all traces of doubt from the hearts of the people of the scripture,
as well as the believers.
74:31 Part 6: And to expose those who harbor doubt in their hearts, and the disbelievers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 20 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 1. (Note that the messenger’s letters are 19 in Part 5 that addresses the people of
the scripture as well as the believers.)
74:31 Part 7: They will say, "What did Allah mean by this allegory?" Allah thus sends
astray whomever He wills.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and messenger’s letters are 14, revealing the
Sacred Proof of 19-14. When the disbelievers question Allah about the meaning
behind His allegory, He sends them astray, never to be guided.
74:31 Part 8: Allah thus sends astray whomever He wills, and guides whomever He wills.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, to explain that Allah has the Absolute
Authority to send astray whomever He wills, and to guide whomever He wills.
74:31 Part 9: None knows the soldiers of your Lord except He.
74:31 Part 10: This is a reminder for the people.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 7 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: In Part 10, the Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 8,
revealing the diff. of 1.

Allegorical Description of Allah’s Light
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24:35 Part: Allah is the light of the heavens and the earth. The allegory of His light is
that of a concave mirror behind a lamp that is placed inside a glass container. The
glass container is like a bright, pearl-like star. The fuel thereof is supplied from a blessed
oil-producing tree that is neither eastern, nor western. Its oil is almost self-radiating;
needs no fire to ignite it. Light upon light. Allah guides to His light whoever wills (to be
guided).
Satan – Most Ardent Enemy of Allah Disowns his followers on the Day of Judgment:
14:22 And the devil will say, after the judgment had been issued, "Allah has promised you
the truthful promise, and I promised you, but I broke my promise. I had no power over
you; I simply invited you, and you accepted my invitation. Therefore, do not blame me, and
blame only yourselves. My complaining cannot help you, nor can your complaining help
me. I have disbelieved in your idolizing me. The transgressors have incurred a painful
retribution."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 52 and 53 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
14:24 Do you not see that Allah has cited the example of the good word as a good
tree whose root is firmly fixed, and its branches are high in the sky?
14:25 It produces its crop every season, as designed by its Lord. Allah thus cites the
examples for the people, that they may take heed.
Revealed: Each verse has 23 and 23 letters of Allah, as well as 9 and 9 Aleefs,
revealing the diff. of 14 between the Aleefs and Allah letters. They are
Perfectly Matching Proofs.
14:26 And the example of the bad word is that of a bad tree chopped at the soil level; it
has no roots to keep it standing
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 up to the word “the Earth” translated
as “soil level” and are 19 for the entire verse, revealing the Sacred Miracle of 1419.
16:73 Yet, they worship beside Allah what possesses no provisions for them in the
heavens, nor on earth, nor can provide them with anything.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19, to explain and prove that the idols worshiped
besides Allah by the disbelievers do not possess any provisions in the heavens or
the earth, nor can they provide them anything.
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16:74 Part 1: Therefore, do not cite the examples for Allah.
16:74 Part 2: Allah knows while you do not know.
Revealed: Both Parts: The Allah letters are 21 and messenger’s letters are 22,
revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11 and 10 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 in Part 2 of the verse.
16:75 Allah cites the example of a slave who is owned, and is totally powerless,
compared to one whom we blessed with good provisions, from which he gives to charity
secretly and publicly. Are they equal? Praise be to Allah, most of them do not know.
16:76 And Allah cites the example of two men: one is dumb, lacks the ability to do
anything, is totally dependent on his master - whichever way he directs him, he cannot
produce anything good. Is he equal to one who rules with justice, and is guided in the right
path?
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 13 and 12 in each verse, revealing the
diff. of 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 34 and 35 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
16:75 Part: Praise be to Allah, most of them do not know.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, Praise be to Allah.
16:75 Part: Allah cites the example of a slave who is owned, and is totally powerless,
compared to one whom we blessed with good provisions, from which he gives to charity
secretly and publicly.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 21 and messenger’s letters are 35, revealing the
diff. of 14.
Both Verses: Up to the words: “Are they equal and Is he equal – hal yustaouna
and hal yustawy” the Arabic letters are 77 and 77 – Perfectly Matched with the
Proof of Seven Pairs.
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters in both statements is 70 and the GV of
messenger’s letters is 272, revealing the diff. of 202 to proclaim “Rabb – Lord.”
17:89 We have cited for the people in this Quran all kinds of examples, but most people
insist upon disbelieving.
17:90 They said, "We will not believe you unless you cause a spring to gush out of the
ground.
17:91 "Or unless you own a garden of date palms and grapes, with rivers running through
it.
17:92 "Or unless you cause masses from the sky, as you claimed, to fall on us, or unless
you bring Allah and the angels before our eyes.
17:93 "Or unless you own a luxurious mansion, or unless you climb into the sky. Even if
you do climb, we will not believe unless you bring a book that we can read." Say, "Glory be
to my Lord. Am I any more than a human messenger?"
Revealed: The sum of chapter number 17 + sum of verses 90-91-92-93 is 383,
proclaiming Al-Quran. The disbelievers set up all kinds of conditions for the
messenger to fulfill including bringing Allah and the angels before their eyes,
and to bring a book that they can read. Here is the Proof for those parts:
17:92 Part 1: Or unless you cause masses from the sky, as you claimed, to fall on us,
17:92 Part 2: Or unless you bring Allah and the angels before our eyes.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters in Part 1 is Perfectly 66 and in Part 2, it is
Perfectly 165, Glory and Praise be to Allah – the Absolute.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 12 in each part, revealing the last name of
the messenger in reverse order as 128.
17:94 What prevented the people from believing when the guidance came to them is their
saying, "Did Allah send a human being as a messenger?"
Revealed: The Allah letters are 27 and messenger’s letters are 28, revealing the
diff. of 1
17:94 Part: "Did Allah send a human being as a messenger?"
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the
diff. of 1.
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13:31 Even if a Quran caused mountains to move, or the earth to tear asunder, or the dead
to speak (they will not believe). Allah controls all things. Is it not time for the believers to
give up and realize that if Allah willed, He could have guided all the people? The
disbelievers will continue to suffer disasters, as a consequence of their own works, or have
disasters strike close to them, until Allah’s promise is fulfilled. Allah will never change the
predetermined destiny.
59:21 If we revealed this Quran to a mountain, you would see it trembling, crumbling, out
of reverence for Allah. We cite these examples for the people that they may reflect.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 80 and 34 in each verse, revealing the sum of
114, confirming the verses and the proof through the Quran that has 114 chapters.
17:37 You shall not walk proudly on earth - you cannot bore through the earth, nor can
you be as tall as the mountains.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 in the verse, advising the followers of the Quran
not to walk proudly on earth, as they cannot bore through the earth, nor become as
tall as the mountains. In other words, they should be humble on earth and not to
behave arrogantly.
19:90 The heavens are about to shatter, the earth is about to tear asunder, and the
mountains are about to crumble.
19:91 Because they claim that the Most Gracious has begotten a son.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 in both verses addressing the idol worshipers
about the gross sin of believing and proclaiming Jesus to be the son of the Most
Gracious. The severity of this sin is compared to the heavens shattering, the earth to
tear asunder, and the mountains to crumble, Glory and Praise be to the Most
Gracious.
18:47 The day will come when we wipe out the mountains, and you will see the earth
barren. We will summon them all, not leaving out a single one of them.
Verse 18:47 is addressing the disbelievers about the Day of Judgment when the
mountains will be wiped out leaving the earth barren and everyone will be
summoned before their Lord, not leaving out a single human being.
20:105 They ask you about the mountains. Say, "My Lord will wipe them out.”
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19, informing the people that the
mountains will be eventually wiped out on the Day of Judgment, as if they never
existed.
20:106 He will leave them like a barren, flat land.
20:107 Not even the slightest hill will you see therein nor a dip.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 9 in each verse, revealing the sum of 14.
After the mountains are wiped out, the earth will be a barren, flat land with no dip
in it nor the slightest hill. This will give you an idea how flat the land will be when
the mountains are erased.
16:66 And in the livestock there is a lesson for you: we provide you with a drink from
their bellies. From the midst of digested food and blood, you get pure milk, delicious for
the drinkers.
16:69 Then eat from all the fruits, following the design of your Lord, precisely. From their
bellies comes a drink of different colors, wherein there is healing for the people. This
should be (sufficient) proof for people who reflect.
Revealed: In the above 2 verses, Allah has stamped the words “pure” and
“healing” with 14 and 19 letters of His name, providing assurance to the
believers that the pure milk and pure honey have been created and blessed by Him.
There are numerous benefits in them, some unknown to the human beings.
16:67 And from the fruits of date palms and grapes you produce intoxicants, as well as
good provisions. This should be (sufficient) proof for people who understand.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and messenger’s letters are 36, revealing the
diff. of 19.
16:68 And your Lord inspired the bee: build homes in mountains and trees, and in (the
hives) they build for you.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16, revealing the diff. of 1 between verses 67 and
68.
22:18 Part 1: Do you not realize that to Allah prostrates everyone in the heavens and the
earth.
22:18 Part 2: And the sun, and the moon, and the stars, and the mountains, and the trees,
and the animals,
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22:18 Part 3: And many people? Many others among the people are committed to doom.
Whomever Allah shames, none will honor him.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14-15-16 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Glory be to Allah.
22:18 Part 4: Everything is in accordance with Allah’s will.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the
diff. of 1.
22:19 Part 1: Here are two parties feuding with regard to their Lord.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 14, revealing that one party is the
believers, while the other party is the disbelievers. The GV of messenger’s letters is
238 that is 14 x 17.
22:19 Part 2: As for those who disbelieve, they will have clothes of fire tailored for them.
Hellish liquid will be poured on top of their heads.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 105 that is 7 x 15.
31:10 He created the heavens without pillars that you can see. He established on earth
stabilizers (mountains) lest it tumbles with you, and He spread on it all kinds of creatures.
We send down from the sky water to grow all kinds of beautiful plants.
31:11 Such is the creation of Allah; show me what the idols you set up beside Him have
created. Indeed, the transgressors are far astray.
33:72 We have offered the responsibility (freedom of choice) to the heavens and the
earth, and the mountains, but they refused to bear it, and were afraid of it. But the human
being accepted it; he was transgressing, ignorant.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 383, to confirm the Truth through
the Quran that the freedom of choice was offered to the heavens, the earth and the
mountains, but they refused to bear it. It was only the human being who accepted it,
as he was transgressing and ignorant. This is the reason that the humans have been
put to the Test on Earth.
66:10 Allah cites as examples of those who disbelieved the wife of Noah and the wife of
Lot. They were married to two of our righteous servants, but they betrayed them and,
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consequently, they could not help them at all against Allah. The two of them were told,
"Enter the Hell-fire with those who deserved it."
66:11 And Allah cites as an example of those who believed the wife of Pharaoh. She said,
"My Lord, build a home for me at You in Paradise, and save me from Pharaoh and his
works; save me from the transgressing people."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 42 and 28 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 14 –
the confirmation through the Seven Pairs Miracle.
66:11 Part 1: And Allah cites as an example of those who believed the wife of Pharaoh.
66:11 Part 2: She said, "My Lord, build a home for me at You in Paradise, and save me
from Pharaoh and his works; save me from the transgressing people."
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 161 and 227 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 66 – the Glorified Name of ALLAH. This special revelation is for the wife of
Pharaoh who secretly believed in her Lord and implored Allah to save her from
Pharaoh’s works and to grant her a home in Paradise.
34:10 Part 1: We endowed David with blessings from us.
34:10 Part 2: "O mountains, submit with him, and you too, O birds."
34:10 Part 3: We softened the iron for him.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7-6-7 in each part revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: In Parts 1 and 2, the messenger’s letters are 9 and 10, revealing the
diff. of 1.
Revealed: In Part 3, the Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 7,
revealing the Matching Proof of Seven Pairs.
34:11 Part 1: You may make shields that fit perfectly, and work righteousness.
34:11 Part 2: Whatever you do, I am Seer thereof.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 3 in each part, revealing the diff. of 7.
34:12 To Solomon we committed the wind at his disposal, traveling one month coming
and one month going. And we caused a spring of oil to gush out for him. Also, the jinns
worked for him, by his Lord's leave. Any one of them who disregarded our commands, we
subjected him to a severe retribution.
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34:13 They made for him anything he wanted - niches, statues, deep pools, and heavy
cooking pots. O family of David, work (righteousness) to show your appreciation. Only a
few of My servants are appreciative.
34:14 When the appointed time for his death came, they had no clue that he had died. Not
until one of the animals tried to eat his staff, and he fell down, did the jinns realized that he
was dead. They thus realized that if they really knew the unseen, they would have stopped
working so hard as soon as he died.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 98 in the above 3 verses revealing 14 x 7.
34:15 Sheba's homeland used to be a marvel, with two gardens on the right and the left.
Eat from your Lord's provisions, and be appreciative of Him - good land, and a forgiving
Lord.
34:16 They turned away and, consequently, we poured upon them a disastrous flood, and
we substituted their two gardens into two gardens of bad tasting fruits, thorny plants, and
a skimpy harvest.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and 20 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
34:17 We thus requited them for their disbelief. Do we not requite only the disbelievers?
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14.
34:18 We placed between them and the communities that we blessed other oases, and we
secured the journey between them: "Travel therein days and nights in complete security."
34:19 But they (turned unappreciative and) challenged: "Our Lord, we do not care if You
increase the distance of our journeys (without any stations)." They thus wronged their
own souls. Consequently, we made them history, and scattered them into small
communities throughout the land. This should provide lessons for those who are
steadfast, appreciative.
Revealed: The messenger letters are 43 and 41 in each verse, revealing the diff.
of 2 gods, for those who wronged their souls by disobeying the command of their
Lord.
34:20 Satan found them readily fulfilling his expectations. They followed him, except a
few believers.
34:21 Part 1: He never had any power over them. But we thus distinguish those who
believe in the Hereafter from those who are doubtful about it.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and 19 in each verse, revealing the Sacred
Miracle, explaining that those who disobeyed Allah’s commands eventually ended
up following satan, except a few. Satan’s power is NIL but according to Allah’s
system, it serves as a test to distinguish those who believe in the Hereafter from
those who are doubtful about it.
34:21 Part 2: Your Lord is in full control of all things.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 60 and GV of messenger’s letters is 106,
revealing the sum of 166, to proclaim Allah as One. He is the One who is in full
control of all things.
18:94 They said, "O Zul-Qarnain, Gog and Magog are corruptors of the earth. Can we pay
you to create a barrier between us and them?"
18:95 He said, "My Lord has given me great bounties. If you cooperate with me, I will
build a dam between you and them.
18:96 "Bring to me masses of iron." Once he filled the gap between the two palisades, he
said, "Blow." Once it was red hot, he said, "Help me pour tar on top of it."
18:97 Thus, they could not climb it, nor could they bore holes in it.
18:98 He said, "This is mercy from my Lord. When the prophecy of my Lord comes to
pass, He will cause the dam to crumble. The prophecy of my Lord is truth."
21:95 It is forbidden for any community we had annihilated to return.
21:96 Not until Gog and Magog reappear, will they then return - they will come from
every direction.
21:97 That is when the inevitable prophecy will come to pass, and the disbelievers will
stare in horror: "Woe to us; we have been oblivious. Indeed, we have been wicked."
16:71 Allah has provided for some of you more than others. Those who are given plenty
would never give their properties to their subordinates to the extent of making them
partners. Would they give up Allah’s blessings?
16:72 And Allah made for you spouses from among yourselves, and produced for you
from your spouses children and grandchildren, and provided you with good provisions.
Should they believe in falsehood, and turn unappreciative of Allah’s blessings?
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 11 and 9, revealing the diff. of 2 for
thoae who turn unappreciative of Allah’s blessings.
16:71 Part: Would they give up Allah’s blessings?
16:72 Part: And turn unappreciative of Allah’s blessings?
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 9 and 10 in each part, revealing the diff. of
1.
16:91 You shall fulfill your covenant with Allah when you make such a covenant. You
shall not violate the oaths after swearing (by Allah) to carry them out, for you have made
Allah a guarantor for you. Allah knows everything you do.
Revealed: The Verse No. is 91 and Arabic Letters are 87, revealing the sum of
178 to proclaim the first name of the messenger as Makbool.
16:92 Do not be like the knitter who unravels her strong knitting into piles of flimsy yarn.
This is your example if you abuse the oaths to take advantage of one another. Whether one
group is larger than the other, Allah thus puts you to the test. He will surely show you on
the Day of Resurrection everything you had disputed.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters in the Verse are Perfectly 128, revealing the last
name of the messenger.
*** Here is another verse that has precisely 128 Arabic Letters.
35:40 Say, "Consider the idols you have set up beside Allah; show me what on earth have
they created." Do they own any partnership in the heavens? Have we given them a book
wherein there is no doubt? Indeed, what the transgressors promise one another is no
more than an illusion.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are precisely 128 in the Verse, Perfectly Matching
with Verse 16:92.
35:40 Part: Say, "Consider the idols you have set up beside Allah”
35:40 Part: “Show me what on earth have they created."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
35:40 Part: Do they own any partnership in the heavens? Have we given them a book
wherein there is no doubt?
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 21, revealing the
Sacred Code of 1221.
35:40 Part: Indeed, what the transgressors promise one another is no more than an
illusion.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14.
16:94 Do not abuse the oaths among you, lest you slide back after having a strong
foothold, then you incur misery. Such is the consequence of repelling from the path of
Allah; you incur a terrible retribution.
16:95 Do not sell your oaths short before Allah. What Allah possesses is far better for
you, if you only knew.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 20 and 22, revealing the diff. of 2 gods as proof of
the disbelievers who do not fulfill their oaths and slide back after having a strong
foothold, thus incurring a terrible retribution from Allah.
16:112 Allah cites the example of a community that used to be secure and prosperous,
with provisions coming to it from everywhere. But then, it turned unappreciative of
Allah’s blessings. Consequently, Allah caused them to taste the hardships of starvation
and insecurity. Such is the requital for what they did.
16:113 A messenger had gone to them from among them, but they rejected him.
Consequently, the retribution struck them for their transgression.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 40+13 = 53, and messenger’s
letters are 46+21 = 67, revealing the diff. of 14, Praise be to Allah.
16:112 Part: Consequently, Allah caused them to taste the hardships of starvation and
insecurity. Such is the requital for what they did.
16:113 A messenger had gone to them from among them, but they rejected him.
Consequently, the retribution struck them for their transgression.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 544 and 654 in each verse, revealing
the diff. of 110 proclaiming the Absoluteness of Allah.
18:11 We then sealed their ears in the cave for a predetermined number of years.
18:25 They stayed in their cave three hundred years, increased by nine.
Revealed: The diff. in Verse Numbers 11 and 25 is precisely 14.
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Revealed: Chapter 18 + Verse 11, the sum is 29, and Chapter 18 + Verse 25, the
sum is 43, revealing the diff. of 14.
18:21 We caused them to be discovered, to let everyone know that Allah’s promise is
true, and to remove all doubt concerning the end of the world. The people then disputed
among themselves regarding them. Some said, "Let us build a building around them."
Their Lord is the best knower about them. Those who prevailed said, "We will build a
place of worship around them."
18:22 Some would say, "They were three; their dog being the fourth," while others would
say, "Five; the sixth being their dog," as they guessed. Others said, "Seven," and the eighth
was their dog. Say, "My Lord is the best knower of their number." Only a few knew the
correct number. Therefore, do not argue with them; just go along with them. You need not
consult anyone about this.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 51 and 50 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: In Verse 18:22, the messenger’s name initials are 63 and the name
letters are 82, revealing the diff. of 19.
18:22 Part: Say, "My Lord is the best knower of their number."
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 66, Glory be to Him. My Lord is the
only Knower of the correct number.
18:22 Part: Only a few knew the correct number.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128, revealing the last name of the messenger
Husain, with whom Allah has shared the knowledge that the correct number of
people in the cave was 7.
18:22 Part: Therefore, do not argue with them; just go along with them. You need not
consult anyone about this.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16 and messenger’s letters are 15, revealing the
diff. of 1.
18:26 Say, "Allah is the best knower of how long they stayed there." He knows all secrets
in the heavens and the earth. By His grace you can see; by His grace you can hear. There is
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none beside Him as Lord and Master, and He never permits any partners to share in His
kingship.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 30 and messenger’s letters are 44, revealing the
diff. of 14.
18:26 Part: Say, "Allah is the best knower of how long they stayed there."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and messenger’s letters are 11, revealing the
diff. of 1.
18:26 Part: He knows all secrets in the heavens and the earth. By His grace you can see;
by His grace you can hear.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14, Glory be to Allah.
18:26 Part: By His grace you can see; by His grace you can hear.
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters in the words: “absurbehee – wa asmeh”
is Perfectly 110, revealing that the blessing of seeing and hearing is from Allah
who is the Absolute, in granting these provisions and blessings to the human
beings.
18:26 Part: There is none beside Him as Lord and Master, and He never permits any
partners to share in His kingship.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19, proving that Allah is the only Lord
and Master, and He never permits any partners to share in His Kingship.
18:32 Cite for them the example of two men: we gave one of them two gardens of
grapes, surrounded by date palms, and placed other crops between them.
18:33 Both gardens produced their crops on time, and generously, for we caused a river
to run through them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 21 and 20 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
18:34 Once, after harvesting, he boastfully told his friend: "I am far more prosperous than
you, and I command more respect from the people."
18:35 When he entered his garden, he wronged his soul by saying, "I do not think that this
will ever end.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 18 and 16 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 2
for idolatry. NOTE how the revelation has changed to 2 gods for those who boast
and think they are in control of their lives, their property and their decisions.
18:36 "Moreover, I think this is it; I do not think that the Hour (the Hereafter) will ever
come to pass. Even if I am returned to my Lord, I will (be clever enough to) possess an
even better one over there."
Revealed: In Verse 18:35 the Allah letters were 16 and in Verse 18:36, the Allah
letters are 18, again revealing the diff. of 2 gods for idolatry.
18:37 His friend said to him, as he debated with him, "Have you disbelieved in the One
who created you from dust, then from a tiny drop, then perfected you into a man?
Revealed: In Verse 18:36 the Allah letters were 18, and in Verse 18:37, the
Allah letters are 17, revealing the diff. of 1.
NOTE the Revelation has changed to 1 where his friend debated with the
disbeliever questioning him whether he has disbelieved in the One who has created
him from dust, then from a tiny drop, then perfected him into a man.
18:38 Part 1: "As for me, Allah is my Lord,
18:38 Part 2: And I will never set up any other god besides my Lord.
Revealed: For the Verse the Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 13,
revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: In Part 1, The Allah letters is 7 and messenger’s letters is also 7,
Perfectly Matching to reveal the Proof of Seven Pairs.
Revealed: In Part 2, the Allah letters is 5 and messenger’s letters is 6,
revealing the diff. of 1.
18:39 "When you entered your garden, you should have said, `This is what Allah has
given me (Maa Shaa Allah). No one possesses power except Allah (La Quwwata Ellaa
Bellaah).' You may see that I possess less money and less children than you.
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Revealed: The Allah letters is 32 and messenger’s letters is 30, revealing the
diff. of 2. The disbeliever was reminded that he should have glorified Allah when
he entered the garden by using the words given in the verse.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 16 and messenger’s letters are 30,
revealing the diff. of 14.
18:40 "My Lord may grant me better than your garden. He may send a violent storm from
the sky that wipes out your garden, leaving it completely barren.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 33, revealing the
diff. of 19. Both the Sacred Codes of 14 and 19 are revealed through this verse.
18:41 "Or, its water may sink deeper, out of your reach."
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14.
18:42 Indeed, his crops were wiped out, and he ended up sorrowful, lamenting what he
had spent on it in vain, as his property lay barren. He finally said, "I wish I never set up
my property as a god beside my Lord."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 22 and messenger’s letters are 41, revealing the
diff. of 19.
18:42 Part: "I wish I never set up my property as a god beside my Lord."
Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is Perfectly 202 proclaiming “Rabb –
Lord.”
18:42 & 18:43 Parts: "I wish I never set up my property as a god beside my Lord." No
force on earth could have helped him against Allah.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 in the two parts, confirming the retribution
suffered by the disbelievers who set up their property as a god beside Allah.
18:44 That is because the only true Lord and master is Allah; He provides the best
recompense, and with Him is the best destiny.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19, proving that Allah is the only true
Lord and Master.
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18:45 Cite for them the example of this life as water that we send down from the sky to
produce plants of the earth, then they turn into hay that is blown away by the wind. Allah
is able to do all things.
Revealed: The Verse No. is 45 and messenger’s letters are 45, revealing the
Perfectly Matching Proof.
18:45 Part: Allah is able to do all things.: The GV of Allah letters is 128, revealing the
last name of the messenger. The Customized Revelations granted to the messenger is
proof enough that the Most Praiseworthy Allah is able to do all things.
35:27 Do you not realize that Allah sends down from the sky water, whereby we produce
fruits of various colors? Even the mountains have different colors; the peaks are white, or
red, or some other color. And the ravens are black.
35:28 Also, the people, the animals, and the livestock come in various colors. This is why
the people who truly reverence Allah are those who are knowledgeable. Allah is
Almighty, Forgiving.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 32 and 31 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
35:28 Part: This is why the people who truly reverence Allah are those who are
knowledgeable.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and messenger’s letters are 13, revealing the
diff. of 1. The knowledgeable ones are the believers who truly reverence Allah for
all the diversity He has created by sending the rain to produce fruits of various
colors, to create mountains of various colors, the birds and the animals come in
various colors also.
13:16 Part 1: Say, "Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth?"
13:16 Part 2: Say, "Allah."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1 and
confirming that, indeed He is the Lord of the heavens and the earth.
13:16 Part 1: Say, "Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth?"
13:16 Part 2: Say, "Allah." Say, "Why then do you set up besides Him masters who do not
possess any power to benefit or harm even themselves?"
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 93 and 295, revealing the diff. of 202,
proclaiming the glorified name of Lord.
13:16 Part 3: Say, "Is the blind the same as the seer?”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14.
13:16 Part 4: “Is darkness the same as the light?”
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128, revealing the last name of the messenger,
Husain. The messengers are sent to take the people out of darkness into the light.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and messenger’s letters are 12, revealing the
last name of the messenger 128 through the pattern of Allah and His messenger’s
letters.
Revealed: The words “the seer” and “the light” have the GV of messenger’s
letters inscribed as 42 and 86, to reveal the sum of 128, Praise is to Allah. The
messenger’s role is important in that he guides the people to the light and to
become seers of the proofs, revelations, miracles, and signs that Allah has blessed
him with.
13:16 Part 5: Have they found idols besides Allah who created creations similar to His
creations, to the point of not distinguishing the two creations?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 17 and messenger’s letters are also 17 to match
perfectly. The Matching Proof here explains how perfectly Allah can match His
words and revelations revealed to His messenger – can the disbelievers create
creations similar to match His to the point of not distinguishing the two creations?
13:16 Part: Have they found idols besides Allah.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 98 that is 14 x 7.
13:16 Part: Who created creations similar to His creations.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is Perfectly 66, proving that He is the only
Creator while the idols set up by the people besides Him cannot create anything
similar.
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13:16 Part: To the point of not distinguishing the two creations?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the
diff. of 1.
13:16 Part: Say, "Allah is the Creator of all things.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and messenger’s letters are 8, revealing the
diff. of 1.
13:16 Part: And He is the One, the Supreme.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and messenger’s letters are 7, revealing the
diff. of 1.
38:17 Be patient in the face of their utterances, and remember our servant David,
the resourceful; he was obedient.
38:18 We committed the mountains in his service, glorifying with him night and day.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14 in each verse, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 and 18 in each verse, revealing the diff.
of 1.
38:19 Also the birds were committed to serve him; all were obedient to him.
38:20 We strengthened his kingship, and endowed him with wisdom and good logic.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 12 in each verse, revealing 128 in reverse
order.
Revealed: In Verse 38:20, the messenger’s letters are 14.
38:21 Have you received news of the feuding men who sneaked into his sanctuary?
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14.
38:22 Part 1: When they entered his room, he was startled. They said, "Have no fear. We
are feuding with one another,
38:22 Part 2: And we are seeking your fair judgment. Do not wrong us, and guide us in
the right path.
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Revealed: Part 1: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 21,
revealing the diff. of 7.
Revealed: Part 2: The Allah letters are 14 and messenger’s letters are 19,
revealing the Sacred Miracle of 14-19.
38:23 "This brother of mine owns ninety nine sheep, while I own one sheep. He wants to
mix my sheep with his, and continues to pressure me."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19.
38:24 Part: 1: He said, "He is being unfair to you by asking to combine your sheep with
his.
38:24 Part 2: Most people who combine their properties treat each other unfairly.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 9 in each part, revealing the diff. of 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 16 in each part, revealing the diff.
of 2.
38:24 Part 3: Except those who believe and work righteousness, and these are so few.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 223 to proclaim “the Believers” who are few
and work righteousness while believing in order to please their Lord.
38:24 Part 3: Except those who believe and work righteousness, and these are so few.
38:24 Part 4: Afterwards, David wondered if he made the right judgment. He thought that
we were testing him. He then implored his Lord for forgiveness, bowed down, and
repented.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 21 and 12 in each part, revealing the
Sacred Code of 1221 in reverse order.
38:25 Part 1: We forgave him in this matter. We have granted him a position of honor
with us.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 133 revealing 19 x 7.
38:24 Part 2: And a beautiful abode.
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Revealed: The GV of messenger’s letters is 166, revealing that Allah forgave
David and granted him a position of honor and a beautiful abode.
38:26 O David, we have made you a ruler on earth. Therefore, you shall judge among the
people equitably, and do not follow your personal opinion, lest it diverts you from the way
of Allah. Surely, those who stray off the way of Allah incur severe retribution for
forgetting the Day of Reckoning.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 43 and messenger’s letters are 67, revealing the
sum of 110, proclaiming Allah’s Absoluteness.
53:5-6 Dictated by the Most Powerful. Possessor of all authority. From His highest height.
70:3 From Allah; Possessor of the highest Height.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 7 in the verses, revealing the diff. of 1.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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